
 

PIPELINE 

 

GEOGRAPHIC NON-SOLICITATION 

AGREEMENTS 
          For many years, agency owners have used Non-Solicitation Agreements as a 

method of assuring that the employees and producers within the agency acknowledge 

that the clients are owned by the agency. Using this agreement forces the producers and 

employees who solicit, write and service the clients in the agency's name to acknowledge 

that the customer is a part of the agency's book, and not personally owned in part or in 

whole by the employee. 
  
          Both today and in the days of the "Wild West", when a cowboy located cattle on 

the range of his employer, he "rounded them up" and corralled them with and for the 

rancher who paid his wages. Those cowboys who couldn't effectively round up cattle the 

way his position was expected to accomplish were dismissed in favor of those who 

worked hard and effectively to gather the herd. There was never any question regarding 

the ownership of the cattle that the cowboys rounded up while being paid to do so by the 

ranchers. The rancher was the employer, the cowboy was the employee, and the job for 

which he got paid was to effectively round up as many cattle as the other "successful" 

wranglers did. And, by the way, any babies born to cattle in the herd also belonged to 

the rancher, whether or not the cowboy aided in the calving. 
  
          There was a name for hired hands who left and took cattle with them - cattle 

thieves - and they were generally hanged when found. Quick justice resulted in only the 

desperate, the very stupid and those who thought they were smarter than everyone else 

still trying to steal cattle. Were that the case today, there would be many fewer court 

cases involving the topic of this article. 
  
What's the difference between the Cattle Ranching motif and the Insurance Agency of 

today?  
They paid people to find and round up cattle. We pay people to find and "round up" 

clients.  
  
          Their cowboys were also responsible for making sure the cattle didn't stray from 

the herd during cattle drives and repositioning the herd. Our "cowboys" are responsible 

for maintaining the relationships we have with our clients. 
           Any cowboy could leave a ranch and the rancher had the right to terminate his 

employment, whether long term full time or hired for one season or one drive. They 

could go to work anywhere else. But they would still be hanged if they stole any of the 
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prior employer's cattle. And, similar justice would indicate that any producer (employee 

or 1099) could leave the agency and continue to earn a living "wrangling" customer for 

another agency. But they shouldn't be permitted to steal the clients for whom they were 

paid to solicit, sell and/or service for the agency the producer left - even if they became 

friendly with the client while servicing him for his previous employer. 
  
There are two main differences between the Ranches of the West and Insurance Agencies 

of today. 
  

1. We pay our producers to find prospects, whether or not they are already insured 

with someone else, and convince them to move to our agency. Cowboys were 

"discouraged" from stealing other ranches' cattle, even if it was for the good of 

their employer. 
2. Our clients can leave our agency if displeased with our service. Once their cattle 

were branded to the ranch, if they left for "greener pastures" all other ranchers 

maintained the code of return to their owning ranch. 

  
          Of course, we are not equating insurance clients with cattle. The clients have free 

will while cattle are a possession and commodity. Our argument is not with the 

classification of the variable product of the business in question; it is in the status of the 

employee or hired hand of the business. 
  
          Whether a formal Non-Solicitation agreement exists or not, the example, above 

should illustrate why the clients and active prospects for which an agency pays its 

producers and other employees to solicit, write, and service should be considered 

"owned" by the agency. 
  
          The advents of Non-Solicitation Agreements were meant to cement an already 

existing principle. It shouldn't and doesn't mean that employees who were paid to 

produce, service or administer clients on behalf of one agency have free rein to leave and 

solicit clients without restriction. They were paid to cement relationships between clients 

and the agency. When courts began disregarding the concepts illustrated in the ranch 

example, above and permitted someone paid to build relationships for one agency to 

break them and try to move the clients to another, the need for more distinct non-

solicitation wording became necessary. However, most current Non-Solicitation 

agreements actually went too far in restricting the activities of the producers and should 

be revised to "lighten" the terminology and, thereby, making the Agreement more 

reasonable and binding. 
           A Non-Solicitation Agreement that contains geographic wording is like a rancher 

telling a cowboy that if he can't work for the rancher, he also must move to another 

geographic area to ply his trade. Geographic wording prohibits a departed employee from 

performing his trade in a geographic area defined by distance or geographic markers. 

That is unreasonable and courts around the country have indicated such. The courts 

generally say that a business cannot stop a worker from plying his trade where he lives 



and works. Unfortunately, the courts may not just eliminate the geographic part of a Non-

Solicitation clause. They might negate the entire Agreement. 
  
          Rather than a geographic term, your Non Solicitation Agreement should prohibit 

a producer or employee from influencing your clients and active prospects, the ones 

contacted by the former employee within a year prior to departure while being paid by 

your agency, to move to another agency, whether or not the former employee is an 

employee, a producer, or an owner of that agency. 
  
          The key to a logical Non-Solicitation agreement is NOT the prohibition of a client 

to move to another agency. The key is that your former employee has information that 

was gathered while he or she was working for your agency or information in your files 

of system that was not readily available publicly. While the clients are free to leave your 

agency if they wish, your former employee is NOT FREE TO INFLUENCE THEM 

TO LEAVE NOR TO ACCEPT THEM AS A CLIENT WHILE WORKING AS, 

FOR OR AT ANOTHER AGENCY OR INSURANCE ENTITY if the Non-

Solicitation agreement is properly executed. 
  
          Consult your attorney with this article in hand. Since the change suggested actually 

"softens" the Agreement, removing the larger, geographic restriction and replacing it 

with restrictions applying only to your existing clients and active prospects, additional 

"consideration" such as paying the employee for a change in his contract is not required 

in most jurisdictions. Consider a minor change in your contracts to keep you from 

spending many thousands of dollars in legal and other professional expenses should 

former associates try to "thin your herd". 
  
          We can help you motivate, manage, compensate and select producers in your 

agency. We are expert witnesses for agencies throughout the U.S. on all topics regarding 

insurance agency operations, personnel and disputes. We have general wording that can 

be used by your attorney for non-competition and non-piracy agreements and we share 

them freely with our clients. Call Agency Consulting Group, Inc. at (800)779-2430 or 

write to info@agencyconsulting.com . 
 
 

BUSINESS SUCCESS THROUGH THE 

FAIRNESS DOCTRINE 
  

"Everything Old is New Again" 

          31 years ago, Stephen Covey wrote a seminal book on how to run your life and 

your business, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. If you haven't read it, stop 

reading this article and get that book. If you have read it, read it again - at least once 

every quarter - until you have absorbed these ideas into your psyche and are living those 

seven habits. One of the seminal habits is "Begin With The End In Mind." It is at the 
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core of Strategic Planning. But an even more important principal of life and business is 

ALWAYS DO WHAT'S RIGHT FOR THE END USER. 

   

          The basis of this principal is, "Treat Others as You Would Have Others Treat You." 

Sound familiar? If we live our lives in that way, we don't become extremists (in any 

direction); we become proponents of the Fairness Doctrine. Another way of stating the 

same principal is, "Be Fair - To Everyone - Always." 

  

          The 10 Commandments is a pretty good set of codes for living. If it wasn't sourced 

in the Judaic/Christian religion, it would be a good set of codes for everyone on earth, 

regardless of what form of higher source they believed (or whether they believed in one 

at all). But no one should have a problem with the second five of the Commandments 

that suggest how we can live a Principal-Based Life; 

1. Honor Your Parents - if they deserve to be honored. They, hopefully, raised you 

as best as they could. But it is extreme to presume that all parents deserve to be 

honored. Treat them as you would have your children treat you someday - and 

treat your children in a way that will cause them to "honor" you someday, firm, 

but fair = The Fairness Doctrine. 

2. Don't Murder -- It is extreme to either permit indiscriminate killing (cold-blooded 

murder, genocide, simple retribution, etc.) but it is just as extreme to refuse to end 

someone who would continue to hurt others if left unpunished. The "eye for an 

eye" doctrine is not meant to be literal. It is meant to subscribe to the Fairness 

Doctrine. 

3. Never cheat - yourself or anyone else. You don't want anyone to cheat you. This 

covers a number of the 10 Commandments (adultery, lying, stealing). This, again, 

describes the Fairness Doctrine. 

4. Don't Covet - It's not bad to want "things". It motivates us to be successful. But 

don't drive yourself to 'keep up with the neighbors' or to be like anyone else just 

because of what they have. That's extreme! We have built our country and our 

culture on a healthy dose of "wanting" a better life for ourselves and our families. 

"Wanting" with our primary concern being the "end user" (the well-being of 

ourselves and our families), is good. "Wanting" with our primary reason being 

coveting someone else's possessions is extreme. Again, the Fairness Doctrine 

rules. 

          Applying the Fairness Doctrine to our business lives will fulfill both our own best 

interest and, simultaneously, the best interest of our clients and our employees (the most 

important 'end users' in our businesses). 

  

          When we do our Strategic Planning, we "plan" for business success, growth and 

profit. Why? We should want success in order to give ourselves and our families a good 

and secure future. There is nothing wrong with that. But if we are concentrated on doing 

what's best for the end user, you won't grow and/or profit by taking away from our 

employee's best interests or those of our customers. 

  



          The concept of "being fair to everyone - always" is simple. But simplicity doesn't 

imply that it is easy to accomplish. We see frequent examples of rationalization for 

actions that are obviously 'unfair' in order to accomplish end results that may be 

commendable. The principal of 'The End Justifies the Means' has sounded good and 

rationale to extremists all over the world to justify what they consider 'right and just' 

causes. Similarly, raising taxes is an example of negatively impacting one group of 

people (taxpayers) in order to accomplish (hopefully) noble goals, serving all people. 

The interesting reality that is facing most Americans today is that we may not be able to 

afford to provide the wonderful things we would like for everyone when most taxpayers 

are backed against the 'wall' economically. Localities and States are all feeling the impact 

of taxpayers acting in their own self-interest, rejecting new initiatives and taxes, both 

questionable and commendable, simply because it would hurt their 'end users', their 

families, to an extreme. 

  

          Now let's translate these concepts to our own lives, both personal and business. 

Good things happen when people do the right things consistently over time. But bad 

things sometimes still happen to good people in the short term. If we stop doing the right 

things consistently because we face a personal or business downturn, our only option is 

doing things that we know will harm someone in order to gain an advantage in our own 

goals. For instance, if we face a downturn in profit it is perfectly reasonable to take less 

income in a year as an owner. The ramifications of business ownership are that we enjoy 

the rewards of our business when we are successful and bear the burden of taking less 

profit (or none) if business is not successful. The Fairness Doctrine certainly justifies 

lowering raises for our employees coincidental with our own reductions in compensation. 

This is not easy to explain to employees, but it is JUST. We cross the line when we lower 

or eliminate raises to employees IN ORDER TO maintain our business profits at 

artificially high levels.   

  

          Strategic growth of agencies has been combined with Incentive Compensation for 

agency employees to reward employees based on individual productivity as the agency 

grows and profits. The equal distribution of compensation regardless of productivity 

differences is the core of socialism and acts as the antithesis of the fairness doctrine. 

Harder and more successful workers actually become dis-incentivized when less 

dedicated or successful employees earn similar compensation and bonuses.   Similarly, 

keeping salaries stagnant when the agency is growing will be noticed by employees and 

will result in turnover and lower levels of dedication over time. 

  

          Of course, the preceding paragraphs imply that the agency owners are paying 

themselves a 'fair' compensation for the work that they are doing in the agency (fair = 

the same amount that they would pay someone else to perform the same functions at 

similar levels of performance). This means that they benefit annually from business 

success or suffer from business decline through the profits of the agency and they benefit 

in the long term by the increased value of the business that will eventually be transferred 

to the next generation (or to someone else) when the business is perpetuated. 

  



The Fairness Doctrine for agency clients and prospects pertain to how you treat your 

customers. Do you concentrate of what products are best for your clients, or do you 

concentrate on the commission rates offered or the pressures from the carriers to bolster 

volumes? Do you find that most of your accounts are 'Renewed, As Is' without analysis 

or do you analyze their accounts each year to determine which products are best for them 

for the next term? Which of these preceding statements properly defines the Fairness 

Doctrine? Are you being 'fair to everyone - always'? Are you treating your client the 

same way YOU would want to be treated in similar circumstances? 

  

If you ask yourself these questions every time you make a decision with respect to your 

employees or your customers you will find that the 'right' choice is relatively clear -- 

CLEAR, not necessarily easy. Just remember, PEOPLE are always more important than 

entities. 'Fairness' applies to yourself and your family as much as it does to your 

employees and your clients. If you don't cheat, yourself or anyone else, you will feel 

better about yourself in the long run. Your business success should be defined by how 

hard you work and how smart you are about growing and creating more profits, not by 

whether you are cheating yourself or anyone else to get the results you desire. 

 
  

 
  

    

AGENCY VALUE OR AGENCY CASHFLOW - WHICH IS 

MORE IMPORTANT IN A TRANSACTION? 
 

          The VALUE of an agency is calculated by determining its future earnings potential 

over a reasonable period of time including the risk factors that may increase or decrease 

the earnings potential because of specific issues unique to the agency. 

  

          The CASHFLOW of an agency defines how much annual discretionary income is 

left to sponsor a potential payout for the value of the agency. 

           VALUE is determined from the perspective of the appraiser. This means that if 

the current owner of an agency is determining the value of his own agency for estate 

planning purposes with no intention of selling, he will create the value as a Going 

Concern and will project his future earnings potential based on historical performance, 

both growth and profitability. So, if the current owner expects to have the agency for at 

least 10 more years and can project profitability of $1,500,000 generated over that period 

of time, the simplistic value of the agency to him (and the amount of insurance he should 

have) is relatively equal to his earnings potential over that period of time. 

  

          If the same agency is being valued by a potential buyer who expects to purchase 

the agency and pay for it over five years, the historical trends of growth and profitability 

must be tempered by any changes the new owner expects in either growth path or in 

expenses and profit potential different than that of the current owner.   

  

          The "value" of the agency will be different as a Going Concern than as a Fair 

Market Value and every person valuing the agency will likely have different criteria that 
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will change the potential value of the same agency based on changes in expected earnings 

potential, the length of time needed to complete a transaction and risk factors associated 

with the historical and prospective changes to the agency. 

  

          So, if your agency is "valued" at $1,000,000 do you believe that most owners or 

potential buyers can pull $1,000,000 in cash out of petty cash to sponsor the value or 

acquisition of the agency? PROBABLY NOT! 

  

          An existing owner without expectation of a transition of ownership will purchase 

life insurance to provide for his family in the event of death during his expected career. 

Any internal or external buyer will either pay the owner over time or will need to finance 

sufficient funds to pay the seller and then schedule payments to a financer for the 

principal and interest of such a transaction. 

  

HERE's WHERE CASHFLOW BECOMES MORE CRITICAL THAN EVEN THE 

AGENCY'S VALUE, ITSELF. 

  

          Cashflow is the free cash that could be available to pay for the principal and interest 

of an agency payout. 

  

          Over 60% of the agencies in the US are managed through 'Piggy Bank' economics. 

Any money beyond the agency's expense needs go to the owners, one way or another. 

Some agents do so to presumably minimize their tax liability. These owners are so intent 

on not paying taxes that they operate their agencies for their full generation of ownership 

without showing the agency's financial success through profits that accrues to retained 

earnings and reflects in growing agency value through Balance Sheet Tangible Net 

Worth. 

           But, eventually, every business needs to transition ownership, internally or 

externally. When that happens the successor or perpetuator must establish a 'VALUE' of 

that business to pay the retiring owner. How do they establish a value when the Company 

has shown virtually NO PROFIT --- EVER! 

  

          If you are in the insurance business and are relatively successful would you buy 

an agency that pays its owner a living wage and never shows any profits?? How much 

would you pay for it? 

  

          One way that a buyer determines what he can afford for an acquisition is by 

determining the business' CASHFLOW, the free cash that would be available to pay for 

the principal and interest for the value of the business. So every Valuation done by 

Agency Consulting Group, Inc. includes, not only the value estimate of the asset being 

transferred, but also included is a CASHFLOW ANALYSIS that presents the projected 

free cash available in the agency over the next fifteen years. 

  

          So, if we determine that an agency is worth $1,000,000 in value, we also present 

the annual cashflow potential of the agency that defines the principal and interest the 

agency can afford to pay for itself. If the cashflow is $150,000/yr the $1,000,000 price 



tag for the agency may take seven to eight years to pay for the purchase (once we also 

include an interest rate on the remaining principal).   

  

          If the offer must be paid off in five years, the offer may be less than the theoretical 

value of the agency. Or, if the VALUE is the amount that must be paid for the agency, 

the payout term may have to be long enough to pay for the $1,000,000 principal and 

interest. In that case the transaction may carry a 7-8-year payout or more depending on 

the interest rate charged by the seller or the financer. Most agency transactions are 

projected on five-year terms but we have been able to obtain outside 10-year money if 

the seller requires full payment for the transaction. 

  

          WHAT'S MORE IMPORTANT, VALUE OR CASHFLOW? The answer is that 

they are equally important. No one will purchase an agency that cannot demonstrate a 

strong value potential. However, the value is an illusion if the agency cannot generate 

sufficient cashflow to support the presumed value and the cashflow must demonstrably 

fund the payout of the value of the agency over a reasonable period of time.   

  

          Agency Consulting Group, Inc. has been generating Agency Valuations for over 

30 years. Every valuation is created for the expressed purpose of the sponsor of the 

valuation. We strongly recommend that every agent know the value of his agency 

whether or not succession or perpetuation is expected in the near or far future. Every year 

we encounter dozens of valuations after the fact of the death or disability of an agency 

owner. We stress that valuation should be established before a crisis occurs that requires 

value estimate. 

 Please call us at 800 779 2430 or email me (al@agencyconsulting.com ) to discuss 

agency valuation and cashflow and to get the process of valuation started for your 

agency.  

  

 
  

 
  

 

RISK FACTORS IN VALUING YOUR AGENCY  
   

          As many agents know, Agency Consulting Group, Inc. performs hundreds of 

agency valuations each year on behalf of internal valuations, adding partners, mergers, 

acquisitions, sales, ESOPs, and court cases throughout the United States. 

  

          Since we have done valuations for over 25 years, we have become Expert 

Witnesses in State and Federal venues on this subject. We also adapted our valuation 

programs to a usable format for insurance agencies and market an Agency Valuer 

Program for only $750. This permits the financially adept insurance agency owners to 

cast their own internal valuations on their and other insurance businesses. Best of all, if 

an agency finds it too onerous to process their own valuation, the cost of the Agency 
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Valuer can be credited against our standard valuation service should you conclude that 

using a professional would be preferable to "operating on yourself". Call us at (800) 779-

2430 to order this product, but read the rest of this article first. 

  

          One of the questions that we get from many agents learning how to value their 

own agencies is regarding the concept of Agency Risk Factors that form a discount factor 

to the raw value of an agency. 

  

          There are two forms of risk factors that must be considered in the construction of 

a final Agency Risk Discount Factor, 1) the Time-Value of Money (also known as the 

Risk-Free Rate) and 2) the Inherent Agency Risks. 

  

          The first Risk Discount factor is always the time-value of money at the time that 

your valuation is done. This is also called the Risk-Free Rate. We use a variety of means 

to determine the current time-value of money, but you are relatively safe using the 10-

Year Treasury Bill rate as published on line daily and regularly in the Wall Street Journal. 

This factor defines the expectation of erosion of the value of the dollar over time. $1,000 

paid to you today has inherently more buying power than $1,000 guaranteed to be paid 

to you in one year and even more than $1,000 promised to be paid to you in two, three 

or more years from now. If you sell something to someone for $1,000 per year for three 

years payable at the end of each year, and the time-value of money is 10%, the current 

(present) value of the three thousand dollars is a touch less than $2,500 discounting the 

payment at the end of the first, second and third years. As an example, the 10 Year 

Treasury Note rate as of 1/21/2020 is 1.779%. 

  

          While the first Risk Discount factor is relatively objective, the next one is not. 

Specific agency risk factors are defined as the unique risks within the agency that 

increases or decreases the value of the agency over time due to inherent conditions within 

the specific agency. Many valuers attempt to attribute average Risk Discount factors to 

the stock market indices related to the recent average sale of insurance businesses to and 

from publicly traded companies. We believe that this falls into the category of Valuation 

Voodoo similar to believing that because an agency in California (whose specifics 

conditions you do not know) was sold for twice its revenues, that an agency in Iowa or 

Vermont (or any other agency) should also be valued at twice its revenues. In a simple 

analogy, relating the value of your agency to those of recent publicly held corporation 

sales and purchases is like equating the value of a national chain hamburger restaurant 

to that of the local burger joint in your town. The only thing they may have in common 

(we hope) is the fact that they use beef in their burgers.  

  



          The Risk Factor Matrix that we use in our valuation process (and is included in the 

Agency Valuer) provides you with almost 200 specific risk factors separated into 17 

major risk categories that add or subtract risk from the value of an agency. While the 

recent "average" risk discount in agencies has been about 15% (inclusive of time-value 

of money and normal risk factors in agencies with no extraordinary exposures or issues), 

specifically working through the Risk Factor Matrix permits us to determine how high 

the risk to value is in your agency (or in the agency you are valuing). 

  

The 17 major categories that we assess in our valuations are: 

1. Profitability           

2. Revenue Growth    

3. Account Concentration 

4. Carriers and Markets 

5. Compensation 

6. Specialization 

7. Retention 

8. Performance vs. Industry 

9. Organizational Structure 

10.Succession Plan 

11.Personnel Quality 

12.Receivables 

13.Training & Pro Development 

14.Size and Stability 

15.Liquidity 

16.Automation and Other Agency Systems 

17.Marketing & Sales 

  

          If you analyze the positive and negative risks associated with each of these 

categories when you do the Due Diligence portion of your agency valuation, you will 

better be able to gauge the relative risk in your agency (or in the agency you are valuing) 

in forming the discount factor for your valuation. 

  

          Another way of viewing the Risk Discount Factors is defined by the actual method 

of determining the value of an insurance (or any other kind) of business. The value of 

any business is its future earnings potential of the business over a reasonable period of 

time as defined by the person creating the valuation. That's why value can be different 

for different people valuing the same business. For instance, the value of a business to 

its existing owner who has ten years before retirement is properly defined by its historical 



trends of revenue growth, expense change, profits and earnings (profits after taxes) 

carried for ten years into the future. That's how much the owner reasonably expects to 

generate from his business during his remaining productive business life. The Risk 

Discount Factor taking into accounts the variants in the 17 categories, above, defines the 

chances of his achieving the projected earnings stream from the trending exercise. 

  

          Existing owners use this method to define the amount of life insurance needed to 

protect the owner and his/her family from financial exposure if something happens to the 

owner during his remaining tenure at the agency. It also defines the minimum he should 

consider in the sale of his agency to provide him the same return as if he continued in 

the business for his remaining productive work-life.  

  

          However, if the owner is seeking imminent retirement, the method of defining the 

future earnings potential of the business must include the changes projected by the 

conversion of ownership from the current to the next agency owners. Projections of 

future earnings potential change based on the specific conditions of the potential agency 

successor or perpetuator. Risk Factors will also change based on the conversion from old 

to new owners. 

  

          As you can see, Agency Valuation is a combination of Science (trending analysis) 

combined with "Art" (the definition of logical risk factors that determine the chance that 

the earnings potential will be achieved). Some agents have simple enough conditions 

(mostly on-going agency operations with little or no change to ownership and trending 

conditions) that self-valuation is possible. The Agency Valuer is perfect for them to 

identify their own ownership interest. Other agents have trend changes that require more 

analysis than available to most agents and changes in Risk Discount that should be done 

by an objective third-party valuer experienced and knowledgeable about insurance 

agency conditions and values. 

Please call us at (800) 779-2430 to discuss your agency valuation needs or specific Risk 

Factors that may contribute to greater or lower values for your agency.  

 
  

 
  

   
   

LEST WE FORGET! 
 

I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of the freedom of the 

people by gradual and silent encroachments of those in power than by 

violent and sudden usurpations. 
  
-James Madison          
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WHO'S READING THE PIPELINE? 

All of the mailing services claim to provide metrics of the readership of our newsletter. 

But, frankly, we don't believe them. 

We have an EXTENSIVE subscription list. We thank you for that. But is the newsletter being viewed 

or read? 

Please take a moment to let us know. 

Simply send an email to PIPELINE Editor at Arfien@agencyconsulting.com . We invite all of your 

comments. This will give us an unscientific presumption of readership. 
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